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RC Missouri 
Products for R/C Modelers 

Klass Kote Paint  Dealer   

http://www.rcmissouri.com/ 

Mercury Adhesives-Nova Rossi 

AAA Balsa--Contest Balsa--Lite ply and a/c plywood Check out 

website for complete list of SPA-legal aircraft 

FROM THE PRESIDENT...Jeff Owens 

Now that the contest season has been wrapped up for 2017, it is time for a 

bit of relaxation, reflection, and other activities. In my case Lori and I just returned from 

a week-long cruise to Aruba and Curacao. The unusual part of the cruise was that it was 

a Legendary Rhythm and Blues Cruise with about 30 different artists or bands playing 

from noon until well past midnight in four venues throughout the ship. It was total  

immersion in blues music. Fantastic! 

   The basic statistics for this past season are that each division held 5 contest and a  

total of 61 contestants entered in at least one contest (37 East and 24 West). For  

comparison, the number was 59 in 2015 (I don't have the numbers for 2016.) So, we 

may not be growing, but at least we are holding steady! 

   One experiment that was tried at the Prattville and Chattanooga contest was to allow pipes and retracts in 

a special Expert “Open” class. It was hoped that we might entice some former pattern flyers out of  

retirement. Alas, there were no takers for this option.  

   Now that we are officially in the off season, it is time for most of us to finish up those special weapons for 

next year. While practicing on Friday before the Masters in Knoxville my trusty 37 year old Deception  

suffered a dead stick as I came out of a split S. Too close to the runway, too low,  and way too fast for a  

successful dead stick landing, the plane instead became closely acquainted with a tree at the far end of the 

runway. Although the plane was in one piece, there were at least five major cracks in the fuselage and light 

damage elsewhere. Being a painted model the repair would  

require extensive refinishing. So, I will put the finishing touches on my new Deception (shown in the last 

newsletter issue) and get it ready for the next season. I'll probably also recover a Daddy Rabbit that has been 

hanging on the wall for a few years in an uncovered state.  

    Remember that our annual Board of Directors meeting will take place over the winter, so please let  

someone on the BoD know if you have an issue that we 

should discuss. I have seen a list of proposed contest dates 

for the West Division and I know that Dan Dougherty is 

hard at work setting 

up the schedule for 

the East. I hope that 

the weather is more 

cooperative for 

2018 and that we 

don't have to cancel 

any contests due to 

hurricanes!  

   Until next time, 

best wishes to all! 
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Sept 23-24, Benbrook, Tx.                                                     ...by Ken Knotts 
Warm weather and bright sunshine greeted the 15 pilots in the 2017 SPA West Championships. Pilots from 

as far away as Alabama and Houston enjoyed the weekend of fun. As usual, the wind was a factor and helped 

separate the good from the really good. Saturday had winds of 18 MPH and Sunday it laid to only 15 MPH.  
     There were three electric airplanes. Bob Redmon flew his beautiful electric Curare, Jamie Strong flew his 

electric Komet and Ellis Newkirk flew an electric Kaos.  
     Five pilots competed in Expert and five in Advanced and there was some excellent flying in both classes. 

And there was some close competition. How close, well in Advanced, Bernie Olson won the 6th round and 

Gary Alphin was a close second with a score of 99.91% of Bernie’s score.  
     Jim Strong drove in from Alabama to compete in Novice and won all six rounds with his Curare. Points 

winner Frank Cox was second and first time SPA contestant Gary James flew his vintage Kwik Fly with his 

vintage (updated) Kraft radio to third. Gary is a long time pylon racing pilot and he said “Man, this pattern 

flying is hard!”  

Tommy Scarmardo was the only contestant in Sportsman and won it and the points championship.  
     Michel Clements won the Advanced with Bernie Olson in second and Gary Alphin taking third. Michel 

won three of the rounds with Bernie taking two and Gary won one.                                     Continued…. 
 

2017 SPA  
West Open 

Winners (L-R) Frank Cox, Tommy Scarmardo, Michael Clements, Pat Ensign, Ken Knotts 

        NOVICE               SPORTSMAN         ADVANCED            EXPERT               SR. EXPERT 
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     Expert had some really stiff competition and beautiful flying. Pat Ensign won five of the six rounds and won first 

place and the points championship. Jamie Strong won one round and took second. Grant Schroeder  

finished his Intruder just days before the contest and was a close third.  

     Ken Knotts was the only competitor in Senior Expert and also won the points championship.  
Saturday evening, we had a gathering at a local pizzeria and enjoyed pizza, beer and some great fellowship and discus-

sions about more contest and comments on how the future to this SPA will change with all the ARFs not available and 

engine manufacture’s not producing glow engines. We all had a great visit and discussion.  
     Success is sometimes bringing all the airplanes back in one piece and we did, not a single crash even with the high 

winds.  That’s saying something! 

     We are already planning the contest for next year and it looks like we will add one in Wichita Falls, Texas.  

NOVICE  

Jim Strong 4000 

Frank Cox 3495 

Gary James 3019 

SPORTSMAN  

Tommy Scarmardo 4000 

ADVANCED  

Michel Clements 3992 

Bernie Olson 3968 

Gary Alphin  3769 

Chris Berardi 3758 

Bobby Zikes 3673 

EXPERT  

Pat Ensign 4000 

Jamie Strong 3905 

Grant Schroeder 3880 

Ellis Newkirk 3768 

Robert Redmon  3705 

SENIOR EXPERT  

Ken Knotts 4000 
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The 2017 SPA East Masters 

Knoxville, TN.  October 7th and 8th, 2017, were the scheduled days for the annual SPA Masters contest in the 

East District of the SPA, held at KCRC.  Contestants began arriving Friday morning at the 

Knox County R/C Society, Inc., field to prepare for the event and renew friendships.  By late 

Friday afternoon, we had seven or eight folks practicing maneuvers from “back in the day”.  

The Knoxville area had enjoyed more than two weeks of really fine flying weather, with light 

winds and bright sunshine.  Then, the forecasters began to tell us that things were changing – 

Tropical Storm/Hurricane Nate was heading our way at a faster speed than originally  

expected.  Most everyone was discussing the National Weather Services prediction that the 

hurricane would be controlling the weather starting Saturday night.  

     Saturday morning dawned bright but foggy at the field, with reliable word that the 

weather would be inhospitable for flying on Sunday.  Although it was beautiful Saturday, with 

winds from the Southeast less than 8 MPH, sunshine, some little "puffies," and comfy temps 

in the upper 70s to low 80s. we knew we’d have only one day.  We held the pilots’ meeting 

as the fog lifted.  At that meeting, we unanimously decided to condense the event into a one

-day affair.  Following an invocation by our PIO, Bruce Underwood, and the National  

Anthem, (nobody “took a knee”), sung gloriously by KCRC Treasurer and local SPA scoring 

guru Joel Hebert, the pilots’ meeting adjourned and we had wheels up at 9:10 am.  As was 

done at the Chattanooga contest earlier in the summer, we used pilots and callers to run 

score sheets to Joel for entering into the computer. 

     Flying proceeded smoothly throughout the morning.  SPA uses contestant judging to score the flight performance, which is a 

technique designed to prevent some pilots from relaxing and chatting between flights (smile).  CDs try to spread the judging 

around, and the people at this Masters event were most cooperative about doing their judging.  I did hear two excuses, with which 

I could not argue, “I’m flying now!”, and “I have been looking up at the sky all day, and my eyeballs are burned out.”  Otherwise 

everyone pulled their turn in the judges’ chairs without complaint. 

     Knoxville is one of the oldest and most favorite of venues for SPA events, but as beautiful a site as it is, K’ville can present a  

challenge on landing, especially to visiting pilots.  In short, Knoxville has hidden dangers for unwary pilots Those things on each end 

of the field that look like very tall bushes are really the tops of trees. If you aren’t precisely aligned for landing, these “killer 

trees” (well known to the locals), will “reach out or jump in front of” visiting aircraft just when you think everything is f ine.  The 

home team pilots know how to navigate around them, but visitors must beware. Sometimes a pilot is lucky, as in the case of the 

famous Jim Ivey “fly through” a number of years ago, (after the “miracle” a leaf was stuck in his rudder), but usually the trees  

prevail.  As if that wasn’t enough, although the runway looks plenty wide and long at first glance, you’ve got to come in low and 

slow because the hard surface doesn’t slow you down, and the precious asphalt disappears all too quickly as the ground drops off 

at the end of the runway.   Here is a list of this year’s “victims” ; 

 Jeff Owens put his Deception in a (killer) tree early Friday following a flameout.  

      It was easily retrieved, although Jeff had to go to his backup Curare for the contest. 

 Matt Griffitt put his Komet in a tall (killer), tree to the left of the runway late Friday.  
      It was perched in flying position high in the tree and spent Friday night up there. KCRC     

   airplane retriever supreme Roger Kroodsma climbed the tree, retrieving it Saturday.    

   The only real damage was a ding in the right wing leading edge (photo right).  Matt  

   flew his Curare ARF Saturday to finish third in ADVANCED. 
 Duane Wilson cut his landing approach a little too short on his fourth round.  His wing 

clipped a small tree about 25 feet above the ground, spinning his Swiss  

      designed Marabu around as it fell to the ground—with repairable damage. 

 Ten minutes later Vic Koenig pulled “up” at the finish of his Double Immelmann  

      before rolling out—costing him his Dirty Birdy, (see photo of remains page 7). 

By Phil Spelt, Bruce Underwood, Jim Johns, and Duane Wilson 

Probably the best bit of wisdom this 

weekend was the decision by these 

two guys to pack a weekends'  

activities into a single day.   It was 

Jimmy Russell’s 1st time as Co-CD 

helping veteran Phil Spelt. 

KCRC member Roger 

Kroodsma retrieved 

Matt Griffitt’s plane 

from the top of a tree. 
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    We took a break at midday to hold our annual Points Champion Fly-Off for the two leading Senior Experts – Keith 

Watson and Jeff Owens.  Keith won the coin toss and elected to fly 1st.   Jeff pitted for him just before his flight before 

the panel of 5 judges where the "high" and "low" score was thrown out.  Jeff attested “the pressure is even greater in 

this one flight performance than a regular contest flight".  Despite the pressure causing a "near-flop" on the initial  

Figure M with 1/4 rolls, Jeff polished his remaining maneuvers to earn his 3rd win of the prized Memorial Trophy  

retained for the current year by it's current winner.  Both Memorial competition flights occurred without incident, 

with Jeff coming out on top.  As mentioned, Jeff has now won the permanent trophy three times, and is now ineligible 

to compete for it.  I am sure we will see Keith back for another try at it.  Congrats Jeff. 

     Competition was really keen in some classes and sort of "lop-sided" in others.  Jim Strong sailed thru the  

NOVICE class with 5 K's and a final score of 4000.  David Johnson was 2nd with 3330.  Jimmy Russell guided his 

Daddy-Rabbit to 3 K's in SPORTSMAN. Vic Koenig copped 2nd with 2672.  Scott Anderson 3rd, with 2639.  Ken Van-

denbosch 4th scoring 2635 and Duane Wilson 5th with 2389.  Gary Alphin brought the ADVANCED skill from 

Texas and logged a perfect score of 3000 for the win.  Jim Johns garnered 2nd with 2900.  Matt Griffitt 3rd at 

2669.  Bill Dodge was number 4 with 2496.  Phil Spelt entered but opted to "full-time"  CD.  Much obliged, Phil. 

     Now lookee here at the EXPERTS............they are called “EXPERT” because of their skill.......we're so grateful for 

WEST expert CHAMP Pat Ensign coming from Texas.  What a show these two performed.  Only 5 "itty-bitty" points  
separated the two with NUMBER ONE going to Steve Drake whose total was 3986 and Pat Ensign tallied 3981.  Folks, 

that's out of a possible 4000.  Flying in EXPERT has been almost that close all season in the EAST.  Finally, we "Old  
Codgers" (Senior EXPERT) had a great day of competition.  Jeff Owens took home the number one clock scoring 

2991.  Bruce Underwood kept him honest scoring 2nd with 2973.  Ken Knotts took 3rd back to Texas with 2677 and 

Keith Watson was 4th with 2651. 
     Those who placed in the top three spots of each class received a quartz “silent” wall clock for their shops, with the 

SPA logo indicating the event, and the Class and Place on the face.  Our KCRCer who has done the scoring for us for 

years, Joel Hebert, also received a special clock thanking him for his dependable service over 

the years. 
     There were a number of great prizes at this year’s Masters, with SPA West pilots doing as 

well in the raffle as they did in competition.   Pat 

Ensign, Ken Vandenbosch, and Jimmy Russell won 

a certificate for APC products,.  Gary Alphin won 

an original Compensator kit, and Jim Johns a Ken 

Blackwell Compensator.  Finally Steve Drake 

was the lucky winner of a certificate for a Leo 

Steck, R/C Missouri Dirty Birdy kit.  The kit is 

about to be released by Leo who has been very 

generous in donating his kits at a number of SPA 

contests this season,  Thanks Leo, (see page 2) 
      As all know, the original East MASTERS 

contest was scheduled for ALABASTER, AL 

but due to the unfortunate illness of CD Dave  
Phillips Mrs., Peggy, the Masters was rescheduled for KCRC.  Our numerous prayers 

have resulted in Mrs. Peggy's illness improving greatly from your reporters last update from Dave.  I couldn't 

help but respond with a healthy" praise the Lord".  While I'm in a praising mood, I don't think the praise can 

be over-heaped on Phil, Jimmy, the co-CD's, and KCRC for filling our 2017 MASTERS void with a "perfectly-

packed" day of contest activity that despite the worst the weather could deliver, and the illness-related 

switch in location, these didn't hamper “atall” (southern-term)....Phil your' expertise and years of having done 

contesting for us in the past was as evident as the "nose-on-your-face".  When Carolyn answered your call to 

"please deliver the awards "this afternoon" and assisted us with the raffle drawing ceremonies and the like, 

and you folks completed the hosting so efficiently, we could sort-of suspect you were "dead-tired".  Please 

realize how very much we folks who've been coming there for so many years, (as well as the most welcomed 

and appreciated guests from Longhorn country and other parts of our modeling geographic), for just THIS 

contest), appreciate your' efforts.  It's because of SPECIAL people and clubs like yours that our association 

continues to exist.  We're proud of your decision to step up to the plate not just once, but twice this season, 
and ALL your efforts on our behalf.  It was a pleasure being your guest the weekend that Tropical Storm 

Nate didn't bother us one single bit!! 

SPA West’s Gary Alphin takes home an 

original Compensator kit 

Steve Drake’s luck 

continues as he wins 

the fiberglass/foam 

Dirty Birdy kit from 

R/C Missouri! 
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NOVICE  

Jim Strong 4000 

David Johnson  3331 

SPORTSMAN  

Jimmy Russell 3000 

Vic Koenig  2673 

Scott Anderson  2640 

Ken Vandenbosch 2635 

Duane Wilson 2389 

ADVANCED  

Gary Alphin 3000 

Jim Johns 2900 

Matt Griffitt 2670 

Bill Dodge  2497 

EXPERT  

Steve Drake 3986 

Pat Ensign  3981 

SENIOR EXPERT  

Jeff Owens 2991 

Bruce Underwood  2974 

Ken Knotts 2678 

Keith Watson  2671 

Jeff prepares for take-off in Memorial Trophy Fly-off 

Scott Anderson, Jeff, Bruce Underwood, Ken Knotts, Pat Ensign, Steve Drake 

Newlyweds Dee and Ken Vandenbosch Pilot support team members 

Nice photo of Phil and Carolyn  

Bobbie and Jim Johns 

Not much left of Vic Koenig’s Dirty Birdy 

SPA President Jeff Owens is 

this year’s Memorial  

Trophy winner 

Pat Ensign’s 

Curare 
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SPA  Member Profile—Phil Spelt   (SPA Board of Directors) 
Name/SPA Number:  Phil Spelt, SPA L-18 City/State:  Oliver Springs, TN 

 

Occupation/Former Occupation:  Psychologist, research on AI and Distracted 

Driving; Licensed for private practice in Indiana. 

 

Years in Model Aviation: 74, 40 in R/C, 18 in pattern.  I built my first model  
airplane in 1942 or ‘43.  I was five years old, had a dime in my pocket, and walked 

over the hill to downtown Staunton, VA, to the “dime store”.  I bought a 10-cent 

stick-and-tissue model.  I already had an Xacto knife (yes, at age 5!!).  I was  
already a “true man” – tossed the plans and instructions aside and built a box 

fuselage with flat flying surfaces.  After covering them with tissue and putting a 

glob of clay on the nose, I went into the back yard and threw the “plane” up into 

the air.  It “soared” up about 30 feet, flipped over through a perfect uncontrolled 

stall turn, and came straight down, shearing a “wing” off on the wire clothesline.  

I was devastated, so my father bought another kit, this time of the P-40.  We built it together, and  
covered the fuse with silver tissue and the wings with Olive Drab.  It really looked like a P-40, and I was 

off on a lifetime of  modeling. 
   My first successful R/C plane (in 1977) was a Paper Cub.  It was white with red trim Mylar bonded to 

corrugated cardboard, looking a bit like a Tri-Pacer.  I had built several standard trainers in ’77, but 

they never lasted more than a few seconds in the air.  The great thing about the Paper Cub was that, 

after a crash, I could just push the cardboard back in place and tape it up as needed.  The engine was a 

Fox .45.  In the late winter of 1976-77, I had built a 3-channel Heathkit single-stick R/C system – the first 

of 3 Heathkits I eventually built.   Since many of the Heathkit parts came from Kraft, I  
graduated to Kraft after that.  Through the summer of 1977, I taught myself to fly, with no instructor 

and no simulator.  Thank heavens for that durable Paper Cub! 

 
When did you join SPA:  1992   How did you find out about the SPA and why did you decide to 

join?:  Dennis Hunt told me about it, and I joined immediately.  Joined because I love pattern, 

and AMA had gone to ridiculous maneuvers like the “Golf Ball” 

 

Are you or have you been a full-scale pilot?  Yes, but very rarely.  If so, when, where and what 

do you fly?:  In Crawfordsville, IN, in mid-1970’s, I flew a Cessna 150 and a 172 (OPPs – other  

peoples planes). 

 

Favorite pattern planes and why you like them:   Daddy Rabbit, Panzer D-20, Curare, all 3 are 

true fliers, they go where they are pointed. 

 

Do you or have you competed in other organizations-have you gone to the NATs:  No; been to 

2 Nats, but only as spectator. 

 

Something others may not know about you (other or past hobbies and interests):   I have done 

quite a bit of photography, and I have had photos in several shows;  I also like model  

railroading.  I was a baseball player in college and the Army.  I played industrial softball until I 

was 48.  I still have 3 Kraft systems, one of which is his Signature Series, 1983 vintage.  I had gotten it  

narrow-banded in the late 1980’s, I believe; then in 2016, I sent it to Cal Orr to have it converted to 

2.4GHz.  It is now a Kraft (Spektrum) 7-channel spread spectrum system.  My first real pattern plane 

was a 40-sized ship (forgotten the name) which used an OS 40 or 46.  It had Kraft retracts in tail-

dragger configuration, and used that 1983 Kraft radio.  I now have one of Dennis Hunt’s Capri 40 kits, 

which is a shrunken version of the Compensator.  I will use the Kraft SS system in that plane, along with 

the Kraft retracts, to recreate my first pattern plane.  In addition to pattern, my R/C interests are scale, 

giant scale, and float planes.  The Good Lord put me on this earth to build a certain number of  

airplanes.  Right now, I have so many that I will live forever… 
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     A couple years back our illustrious president Jeff Owens brought to our SPA table 

(at the Perry swap meet), a most unusual find.  An original “Miss Norway” kit.  

Please allow me to refresh your memory about the Miss Norway—this plane was 

designed by Ernst Totland (of Norway), and his construction article appeared as part 

of the Radio Control  Modeler Flight Training Course II back in the mid 70s.  In a  
nutshell, the plane was “way cool” with its aggressive styling and huge canopy.  For 

your information, I have included pictures of both the RCM Flight Training Course II, 

(which personally meant a lot to me having learned a great deal about aerobatics 

from it),  and the Miss Norway.  I still have my copy, and managed to pick up another 

at Perry a while back so now I have two of them.  They are quite the collector’s item 

for a vintage publication, (from our time period) about aerobatics.  The book had a 

decided world view with many pictures of famous European pilots and their now 

classic aircraft.  [Note: BTW, a few years ago, I learned that the RCM FTC II by Ben 

Strasser and Tom Cone was available on DVD, and I gave ten copies of it away as 

prizes at the Asheville contest one year.  If you were a winner, hope you still have it]  

     I greatly enjoyed  reading that 

book and the Miss Norway  
construction article when it came out, and even colored in my plan, (above—a lot easier to do than build it.)  I also 

ordered the full-sized plans from RCM which have since sat in a plan drawer for the past 40 years.  As much as I loved 

the plane, scratch-building it, and especially the canopy was beyond my modest building skills at the time. 
     When I saw Jeff with the kit my jaw dropped and I felt so envious—

envious enough to offer to buy it from him on the spot.  Jeff didn’t have any 

immediate plans to build it, so he parted with it for a quick $40 profit, (thank 

you Jeff).  Jeff was happy—I was happy. 
     Fast forward to the present.  The Miss Norway kit I have still lives in my 

shop waiting for the proper time to be built, but it’s still on my list.  For  

reasons I will touch on a bit later, I have chosen to build and fly other  
models for SPA competition—but I still think the Miss Norway is “tre’ cool”, 

and I still love the looks of it.  I remember having a recent conversation with 

Pat Ensign about it when he attended the Masters dinner this year. 

     I was recently contacted my one of our European members, (from  
Norway as luck would have it), Reidar Johasson who submitted his member 

profile for a future issue of the newsletter.  Well Reidar and I got to talking 

back and forth, and I picked up some interesting information and an update on the Miss Norway.  I asked him if, (being 

from Norway and all), he had built and flown a Miss Norway, and he provided me with photos and some interesting 

background information I’d like to share with you.  It turns out that he and the Miss Norway designer Ernst Totland 

are long-time friends, and Ernst is still flying his latest electric version of the Miss Norway.   

Classic Pattern Design Update 

“Miss Norway” 

by Duane Wilson 

I fork over the dough... 
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From his e-mail:   “So to Miss Norway. This was constructed by my old friend Ernst Totland..  He  

                 was a member in our club for many years and he won 5 F3A Norwegian  

      Championships from 1974 to 1980.  He then moved to Sweden.  

 

       The first picture is his latest Miss Norway with electric motor. This model  

        is new this year.  Next is a Miss Norway in our club and it was built in late 1976.  

                  I think there havebeen around10 Miss Norway in our club. www.forusrc.no . 

 

       Flying Miss Norway is as good as a Curare. The model has been built with  

       fixed landing gear and retracts and with normal silencer and tuned pipe.... 

 
     I haven’t read the Miss Norway article in a long time, (I can send it to anyone who might be interested in this 

plane), but I distinctly remember Ernst talking about the extreme windy conditions in Norway.  The plane is designed 

for mid-70s FAI Pattern, and to fly in those windy conditions, (listen up SPA West pilots.)  That said, with its 57” 

wingspan, the plane is a bit smaller than I normally fly, (compared to a Rabbit or Dirty Birdy)  That is why I haven’t built 

the kit thus far as I personally prefer a slightly slower plane with a larger wingspan, wing area, and a thicker airfoil, 

     That said, I just re-read the introduction by Don Dewey.  He said, ”The current American pattern ship flies 

much faster than the FAI designs used by other countries as evidenced by the recent World Championships 

[1973 won by Blue Angel].  Due to this difference, which ultimately resulted in in a lower score for the 

American team, we are presenting an aircraft that performs precision maneuvers at a slightly lower speed 

range than the 100 mile an hour plus”bullets” currently used in the AMA Pattern.” Miss Norway...is just such 

an aircraft—-it will do the AMA Pattern and the FAI Pattern with precision, grace, and with a wide speed 

envelope.”  After reading this however, I may get the box out sooner rather than later, and tackle the project after all 

when my current building project for the winter.is complete.  To me the plane is just so ”cool” looking not to. 

     So enjoy the pictures, while learning a bit about the Miss Norway.  Maybe some of you, especially out West where 

the real wind is, may want to ”scratch one”.  Have any of you built and flown one?  What do you think?   Email me or 

comment on the Discussion List. ..........Duane 

This year’s “Miss Norway” 

with electric power by  

original designer/author Ernst  

Totland. What does the “33” 

mean? Is it his 33rd? The one 

in the article was designated     

      No. “8” 

This model was built 

back in the mid 70s at 

the height of the  

design’s popularity. 

 

Ernst Totland’s Miss  

Norway is SPA– legal. 

http://www.forusrc.no
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OUR SPA 

BRICK 
HAS BEEN 

PLACED AT 

AMA HQ 

SPA 

     Scott Anderson, as AMA National Leader Member Coordinator 

and District V Associate Vice President , has his finger on the pulse 

of what is going on at AMA HQ including the new brick com-

memorative walkway on the HQ grounds. Last January at the 

annual meeting, Scott suggested to the BOD and members in 

attendance that we should honor Mickey Walker and SPA, 

(which just marked its 25th anniversary in 2016), with its own 

brick in that walkway.        As we all know, Mickey’s vision 

brought “simple and inexpensive”  
single pass, non-turnaround pattern 

competition back to life—pattern the 

way we like it.  What an innovative, 

enduring, and great way to celebrate 

SPA’s 25th anniversary!   
     SPA founder, Mickey was given a 

his own certificate of the brick as a 

keepsake. 
     Recently, Scott was at AMA HQ in 

Muncie, and decided to put in the time 

to find our brick among all those other 

bricks in the walkway.  He took these 

photos for the newsletter. 
     Thanks Scott for the great idea, 

and for sharing these pictures with us. 

Duane 
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Picture Page 

SPA’s First Contest-1991 

1991 SPA 
Contest 

Pictures Found 
(I was there kind-of) 

New-found pictures  
originally taken by me at 

the very first SPA contest 

in the Atlanta area in 

1991.  How many planes 

and pilots can you  

recognize? 

Discuss on the D.L. 
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 

   Name______________________________________________________________ 

 

   Street Address______________________________________________________ 

 

   City______________________    State___________________  Zip____________ 

 

   Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________ 

 

   Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________ 

 

Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association 

for $20.00 to:  Keith Watson  1411 Farmington Court Marietta, Ga. 30008 

 

 

 

Keith Watson 

1411 Farmington Court 

Marietta GA 30008 

  

 COME       

VISIT  

OUR 

WEBSITE 

 
 @ 

 

www. 

seniorpattern. 
com 

 

 
 

www.seniorpattern.com 

 

 

 


